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Purpose

The following toolkit is aimed at military chaplains to provide a reference guide and assist them when ministering to individuals bereaved by suicide, including families and unit members of the deceased. The toolkit consists of a concise summary of appropriate information concerning the impact of suicide on individuals and families, a case study from a completed suicide in a deployed environment, grief models, and postvention actions that can aid chaplains when performing core functions of advising leadership and providing spiritual care for military members and their families on matters pertaining to loss of a loved one, subordinate, or colleague to suicide.
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Introduction

"What is this thing that men call death this quiet passing in the night?"¹ Death is a complex part of life that has long been the focus of philosophical and spiritual discussions throughout history. One of the most mystifying aspects of death is its dual nature—personal and impersonal. Of this dual nature, Dr. Edwin Shneidman wrote, “One can experience empathically the death of another but, paradoxically, cannot experience the death of himself. Thus all of our ‘experience’ of death is indirect and, on that account alone, is the more puzzling and tantalizing.”² One of the most ‘puzzling’ aspects of death is when someone dies by way of suicide.

When someone completes suicide, it can have various and far reaching effects on loved ones—family, friends, and colleagues. By Shneidman’s estimation, with each suicide there are six other individuals affected.³ Over the past decade, suicide numbers have increased at an alarming rate amongst U.S. military members, peaking in 2012


with 522 total suicides, which is higher than the estimated 294 service members killed in Afghanistan that same year.\(^4\) Numbers dropped slightly in 2013 to 479, but still seem to remain uncomfortably high.\(^5\) Regardless, the numbers of suicide cases have increased despite the development and implementation of suicide prevention programs within the military and Department of Defense (DoD), which creates a tremendous need of additional support for survivors of suicide.

Extensive studies have been conducted concerning the contributing factors and susceptibilities of service members to suicide. One such study reexamined a previous study that attempted to link mental disorders during the Civil War to the high suicide rates of the time and suggested that there are implications for military personnel returning from combat in Iraq and Afghanistan.\(^6\) Another study interviewed 72 soldiers who had attempted suicide, and concluded that the primary reason for suicide was to "alleviate emotional distress."\(^7\) Another study analyzed suicide in the U.S. Air Force, looking for trends and ecological factors and suggested that depression, alcohol usage, unhealthy relationships, and job dissatisfaction were potential contributing factors.\(^8\)

Numerous research endeavors have also examined the various effects that a completed suicide can have on family and loved ones of the deceased, as well as grief and postvention. However, most of these studies have been conducted in the civilian realm, directed toward the general population, with very few studies being aimed specifically at the effects on military personnel and their families. One such civilian study surveyed 166 families bereaved by suicide and discovered that 94% of the families indicated a desire to receive help with grief management, yet only 44% actually received any support. Even then, only 40% of those who received professional help said they were satisfied with it.\(^9\)

Grief and bereavement are some of the major issues facing these families and friends as they cope with losing someone by way of suicide. In her study, Audra Knieper recognized that "those left behind, the survivors of the suicide, tend to experience a very complicated form of bereavement."\(^10\) She also discussed the differences between


\(^5\) Patricia Kime, “Military Suicides Declined Slightly in 2013.”

\(^6\) Richard J. McNally, “Psychiatric Disorder and Suicide in the Military, Then and Now: Commentary On Frueh and Smith,” Journal of Anxiety Disorders 26, no. 7 (October 2012): 776-78.


“normal” grief and the “complicated” form of grief that survivors of suicide experience.\textsuperscript{11} Furthermore, suicide carries with it an associated negative stigma in our society, which can cause the bereaved to feel added shame and self-blame.\textsuperscript{12}

The following will further summarize appropriate information concerning the impact of suicide on individuals and families, a case study from a completed suicide in a deployed environment, grief models, postvention actions, and some recommendations for interacting with survivors and advising leadership.

\textsuperscript{11} Knieper, 356.  
\textsuperscript{12} Knieper, 358.

Definition of Terms

**Loss**
According to one author, “Loss is a common life process. Some losses are more permanent than others, e.g., saying goodbye to children as they leave for college is a more temporary loss than experiencing the loss of a loved one to death…. Each loss, however, involves a period of immediate grief, a period of transition and adjustment to the loss, and a period which heralds the beginning of the next cycle in life.”

Although loss can have a wide range of meaning, including loss of employment or financial means, loss of relationship such as through divorce or estrangement, loss of opportunities, or loss of a loved one through death. In line with the focus of this toolkit, the term will hereafter refer to the losses that are associated with suicide.

**Suicide**
The term suicide can refer to the act of killing oneself or to the person who attempts or completes the act of suicide.

**Survivor**
The term survivor signifies someone who has survived—one who has continued to live, or remains alive following the death of someone. The delineation here is somewhat important because suicide survivors “do not always have the opportunity to grieve and mourn effectively.” For this project, the term survivor will refer to individuals who remain alive following the death of a loved one or colleague by means of suicide (not to be confused with “survivor” meaning someone who attempted suicide but did not die).

**Grief/Bereavement/Mourning**
“Bereavement is the term used to denote the objective situation of having lost someone significant through death.” It is a “blanket term to describe the vast array of emotions, experiences, changes, and conditions that take place as a result of the loss.” Closely related to bereavement is grief. “Whereas bereavement represents the state of the loss, grief represents the particular reactions one experiences while in that state.” Grief is the word used to describe the primary emotional (affective) response to the loss of loved ones through death. Grief can also be described as a naturally occurring process that someone goes through after suffering loss, which can be described as the

---


16 Knieper, 356.


19 Sanders, 4.

20 Stroebe et al., 5.
equation: “Grief = Bereavement + Mourning.”21 Although the term mourning is sometimes used synonymously with grief, mourning more specifically designates the socially and culturally driven public displays or rituals to act out feelings of grief.22 Mourning following a suicide can be different—“normal rituals are compromised by a notable lack of social support that is related to and perpetuates the denial, stigma, and shame surrounding death by suicide.”23

Postvention
Postvention is a term that was coined by Edwin S. Shneidman, who is often referred to as one of the fathers of “contemporary suicidology.”24 He defined postvention as the process to alleviate the “effects of stress in the survivor-victims of suicidal deaths... those appropriate and helpful acts that come after the dire event itself.”25 Some professionals in the field acknowledge that there is still much to learn in the area of postvention. One study investigates and addresses a number of questions surrounding suicidal bereavement and postvention, specifically defining who a suicide survivor is, how suicidal bereavement is different from other types, what some of the needs are for a suicide survivor, and whether postvention can be prevention.26 Department of Defense Directive 6490.14 (Defense Suicide Prevention Program) defines postvention as “response activities undertaken in the immediate aftermath of a suicide that has impacted the unit, deceased’s family and friends, and community at large. Its two purposes are to assist survivors cope with their grief and prevent additional suicides.”27

You will never be free from the things you have seen and done...you carry sadness throughout your life.

---

21 Mishara, 104.
22 Stroebe et al., 5. See also Catherine M. Sanders, Grief the Mourning After: Dealing with Adult Bereavement, 2nd ed. (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1999), 5; Sheila Payne, Sandra Horn, and Marilyn Reif, Loss and Bereavement (Buckingham: Open University Press, 1999), 18-19.
23 Mishara, 105.
Impact of Suicide

“The impact of a suicide on next of kin or loss survivors is immeasurable and profound.”

Several studies have concluded that bereavement following various forms of death demonstrate more similarities than differences with one another; for instance, no significant differences in long-term health issues for survivors are noted between expected, sudden, accidental, or suicide deaths. Most studies have shown that when differences do occur between bereavement types, they are usually associated with themes of obsession and anxiety rather than intensity. “In other words, the overall level of adaptation in terms of preoccupation, depression, and health problems, differs only marginally between modes of death.”

29 Mishara, 13.

A general impact that suicide can have on bereaved individuals is the trauma they may have experienced from either witnessing the death from a close distance or its direct consequences by discovering the body, which is fairly common with suicide. In these cases, the bereaved individual can also experience issues associated with intense post-traumatic stress reactions as part of their grief and bereavement process.³⁰ “Suicide is usually a heavier burden to bear and more difficult to handle than sudden death by other causes, because the cause of death was initiated by the deceased personally, unlike accidents, where death occurs due to something external to the deceased and was neither desired nor controlled by a personal act of will, or as a result of illness, where death crept up from within.”³¹

Clark and Goldney referred to themes of grief to describe the impact that suicide has on family and friends of the deceased. “Although an individual’s grief is as unique as his/her fingerprint, there are commonalities to the emotional experiences following suicide.”³² The following (Table 1) summarizes the themes of grief as laid out by Clark and Goldney.

---

³⁰ Mishara, 15.


Table 1. Themes of Suicide Grief

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shock/Disbelief</strong></td>
<td>from discovering the body at the death and that it was suicide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relief</strong></td>
<td>that the threat of suicide is over and that life can resume normality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the deceased person is no longer in pain and out of distress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Horror</strong></td>
<td>from the emotional distress of the deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from the suffering in the dying process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How?</strong></td>
<td>what method and substances were used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Why?</strong></td>
<td>the events and relationships leading to the death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the state of mind of the deceased before death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guilt</strong></td>
<td>for contributing to the suicide or for not preventing the suicide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for poor parenting, the breakdown of the relationship, or for sibling rivalry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with the deceased before death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for not identifying the suicidal behavior before the death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>using the guilt to punish oneself for the suicide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>about having a death wish (to join the deceased)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at the sense of relief after the death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from the content of the suicide note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blame</strong></td>
<td>towards other people for their contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rejection</strong></td>
<td>feeling deserted or betrayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shame</strong></td>
<td>about mental illness, the suicide, blame, guilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Loss of Trust</strong></td>
<td>difficulty in maintaining old or forming new relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>loneliness and social isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wasted Life</strong></td>
<td>remorse at unfulfilled talents and opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crisis of Values</strong></td>
<td>fall of self-esteem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>confusion in personal and existential values and beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suicidal Thoughts</strong></td>
<td>to join the deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from loss of meaning and purpose in life, clinical depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fear of Another Suicide</strong></td>
<td>over-protection of family members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unfinished Business</strong></td>
<td>wishing the deceased had known how much they were appreciated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>about past disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anger</strong></td>
<td>at the deceased for the emotional pain and added responsibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at being cheated out of the relationship, at not being able to retaliate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at the system, self, press, therapist, God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grief Recovery</strong></td>
<td>reasoning that the deceased is out of emotional pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>discerning a peaceful expression on the deceased’s face after death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fulfilment of the deceased’s wish, relief that the suicide is over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recognizing there may be few answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>developing a new spiritual relationship with the deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>finding meaning from the loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

33 Source: Adapted from Clark and Goldney, Table 26.1.
Impact on Family

Cleiren conducted a psychological assessment on 44 suicide-bereaved families and found that death by suicide was not as unexpected as one might imagine. Of the 44 cases, in 36 there was a long history of depression, including related hospitalization. In nearly half the cases, there were earlier suicide attempts, and in five cases the deceased family member actually announced their intentions in advance. In seven cases, the family member was experiencing extreme amounts of pain, and at least two of them had requested euthanasia but were denied. Of the 44 cases, only five did not fit into any of the other categories. Overall, about half of the suicide bereaved families reported that the suicide was, to a certain degree, expected.34

According to Cleiren and Diekstra, there are several components of the loss that impact the family—loss of roles and goals, loss of resources, loss of the assumptive world, and loss of self-definition. “In close relationships, when people live together, daily roles (in particular marital, and parental roles) are partly or entirely disrupted as a consequence of loss. Meaningful activities the bereaved performed for the deceased, as well as functions the deceased had in the life of the bereaved, are lost.”35 Often times there can be an emotional distancing between the deceased and the bereaved,

34 Mishara, 14.
35 Mishara, 17.

particularly with suicide. The bereaved may look back on the relationship with less intimacy, less satisfaction, and more ambivalence. However, “openly problematic or ambivalent relationships do not seem to give rise to a problematic bereavement process,” but rather “appear to mark a more independent self-definition in the bereaved.”

Another impact on the family unit is manifest in the form of a loss of resources necessary to cope with the consequences of the loss of a family member. Cleiren and Diekstra defined these as material and social resources. For example, the loss of a spouse can also spell a drop in family income—material resource. Loss of social resources can manifest itself in a few ways. First, generally within a marital relationship one spouse is leaned on more for emotional and practical support. Married men often rely on their spouse to be their “gateway” to social networking while married women typically find sources of support from friendship relationships with other females. Additionally, widows and widowers may see a breakdown in friendship bonds with other couples as the same-sex members of befriended couples see the bereaved spouse as a threat to their own relationship. Second, the bereaved family member can experience social loss by being stigmatized because of the nature of the death (i.e., suicide) or blamed by their social environment for the loss itself or for the circumstances that led up to the death. Particularly in religious communities, suicide can be viewed as an egregious sin, which can lead to condemnation of the act and isolation of the bereaved individuals.

The assumptive world, or the way that a person makes sense of the world around them, can also be disrupted with the loss of a family member. This loss of the assumptive world can be made evident in the form of undermined beliefs of controllability and trust or as challenged existential or religious beliefs. For instance, “when the characteristics of the bereaved and [his or her] situation closely resembled those of the deceased (which is often the case in siblings), and when the bereaved identifies with the deceased, the trust in a ‘safe world’ may be strongly affected…. In the suicide bereaved, it is common fear that they may resort to suicide, often by the same method as the deceased, should problems occur.”

The extent to which a bereaved individual’s sense of self-definition is affected by the loss is perhaps the greatest link to whether they will experience long-term issues related to the loss. The deceased family member can often be seen as an extension of self for the surviving member, necessary for one’s own ability to function or be satisfied in life. A combination of the losses of the assumptive world, roles, and goals with the inability to restructure or repair the losses can affect the self-concept of the surviving family member.

---

36 Mishara, 17-18.
37 Mishara, 18-19.
38 Mishara, 20.
With the death of a family member, a void is created within the family. This vacancy may beg to be filled or simply to be reminisced. Often times, family narratives are created and retold, solidifying the memory of the departed loved one. These memory narratives, or stories, about the deceased member of the family will often reinforce the role they held in the family.40

**Parents**
Many comparative studies on bereavement have indicated that the loss of a child can be the most devastating—with the intensity of grief being the highest among bereaved parents. “Parents who lose a child, regardless of its age, show more depression, anger, guilt, and despair than those who lose a spouse or parent. Mothers are particularly at risk: many experience an overwhelming feeling of loss of control over the world and their lives.”41

**Spouses**
“The loss of a spouse substantially differs from other family relationships in a multitude of roles, goals, and social characteristics. The importance of the spouse as a provider of security and support, the frequent operation of the couple as a social unit, and the intricate entanglements of daily life are, to some extent, unique or apply more strongly to the spousal relationship.”42

---


41 Mishara, 16.

42 Mishara, 16.

Children
When a parent is the one who dies by way of suicide, it can be understandably distressing for surviving children. The death of a parent by suicide seems to exacerbate already existing problems within the family (legal, financial, etc.), thus necessitating added attention to the children. Young child survivors of suicide often internalize the suicide and become fearful of dying by suicide themselves. Additionally, surviving children of parent suicide appear to be at increased risk for psychological issues and future suicide attempts or death by suicide.\(^43\) However, Ratnarajah and Schofield performed a review of current literature on the topic of individuals impacted by their parent’s suicide and concluded that this is a relatively under researched area of study, “especially when the death occurred during childhood or adolescence.”\(^44\)

Siblings
It is not uncommon for a child or adolescent siblings to feel the need to step into a vacated family role. “The death of a sibling may leave the [surviving] child with a concern about ‘living up to,’ or replacing, the deceased brother or sister.”\(^45\) Nancy Dickens similarly wrote, “Children and adolescents often carry a huge burden within the family grieving the loss of a child. Siblings do not want to burden or upset their parents any further by discussing their own grief, so they keep emotions deep within themselves.”\(^46\) Death of a sibling can affect adult siblings differently than younger siblings. In the words of one author, “Adolescence is a particularly difficult time to grieve the death of a sibling, because it is a time of significant physiological, relational, cognitive, and psychosocial change.”\(^47\) Additionally, following the death of a child, the parents are grieving as well, and therefore, have a reduced capacity for tending to the needs of their surviving children, which in turn deepens the feelings associated with grief symptoms in the children.\(^48\)

Friends
Ringler and Hayden suggested that a common discussion within research has been the vulnerability that bereaved adolescents appear to exhibit due to the substantial social and biological changes going on in their young lives. Because adolescents often identify more with peers than with family, and the fact that a peer loss is likely to be a sudden or


\(^{48}\) Kari Dyregrov and Atle Dyregrov, “Siblings After Suicide—’The Forgotten Bereaved’,” *Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior* 35, no. 6 (December 2005): 723.
violent death, there can be additional stress with their bereavement that may go unacknowledged or unrecognized.49

Military Families
Very few studies have specifically examined bereaved military families. Though referring primarily to combat-related deaths, Harrington-LaMorie and McDevitt-Murphy discussed the impact that death can have on a military family. “After the loss, spouses often feel the loss of an identity as a ‘military spouse,’ loss of a way of life as a ‘military family,’ loss of housing (if on base or post), loss of friends through the unit or command, and a loss of feeling connected to the greater military community.”50 For a violent death of a parent, children may present symptoms of childhood traumatic grief (similar to symptoms of PTSD) as they imagine the details of the death.51 Depending on the circumstances, parents and siblings of deceased military members can find themselves feeling forgotten by the government and without adequate space to express their grief. Parents often feel intense feelings of anger, guilt, and blame (regardless of whether the causal reasons for these feelings are real or perceived). Siblings of military members are “often an unrecognized and disenfranchised group of survivors, who cope to survive in the shadow of their service member sibling’s death.”52

“Forbidden Grievers”

The term “forgotten griever” is often used to describe someone who is suffering from disenfranchised grief. Disenfranchised grief can be described as grief that is not openly acknowledged, displayed or mourned in public, or is not socially supported.53 Kenneth Doka, a well-known practitioner in the study area of disenfranchised grief, divided it into five broad categories: 1) the relationship with the deceased is not recognized, 2) the loss is not acknowledged, 3) the griever is excluded in the mourning process, 4) severe circumstances of death, and 5) individuals grieve in different ways.54 Disenfranchised grief can manifest itself for individuals who are not seen as having a primary relationship with the one who has died. For example, when a child passes away, it is usually referred to and thought of as the parents’ loss, and siblings, grandparents, and other extended family members, though grieving themselves, can become an afterthought in the grieving process (hence “forgotten”).

Likewise, when a military member is killed, the loss tends to be viewed exclusively as the family’s loss and the comrades of the fallen soldier can become

50 Neimeyer et al., 267.
51 Neimeyer et al., 268.
52 Neimeyer et al., 269.
forgotten or disenfranchised. Harrington-LaMorie and McDevitt-Murphy acknowledged that military related deaths have a broad effect. Recognized primary griever members usually include spouses, children, and parents. The acute influence of grief upon fellow service members is typically quickly addressed by a unit memorial service, and the implicit message for the soldiers is that their grieving process is at an expected end, although loss-related feelings continue to resonate. The mission must continue, and service members go right back to duty. The study of the effects of traumatic death loss (acute and long-term), intervention strategies, and risk and resiliency in both these populations is immensely underrecognized.  

55 Neimeyer et al., 263.

Impact on Military Members

The bonds formed by those in the military, especially those who face combat together, cannot and should not be discounted. As one military mental health professional observed, “In the U.S. Army, a company can consist of about one hundred soldiers. They train together for months prior to a deployment and then live with each other in close contact for a year or more when deployed to a combat zone. Such a lifestyle can foster lifelong friendships. Therefore, a suicide within a company can affect all of its members as well as those in surrounding units.”56

In many ways, the attachments shared by soldiers and the relationships forged through the fires of combat are just as strong (if not stronger) as those of blood relations. The sudden death of a comrade can have profound effects on military members.57 “We can never fathom the soldier’s grief if we do not know the human attachment which battle nourishes and then amputates…. Combat calls forth a passion of care among men who fight beside each other that is comparable to the earliest and most deeply felt family relationships.”58 Major Dick Winters, Commander of Easy Company of the 506th Parachute Infantry Regiment that served in Europe during World War II, echoed these sentiments when speaking of the men he served with, his “buddies with whom I shared a unique bond, to men who are my brothers in every sense of the word.”59

Grief can be further complicated and disenfranchised by relationship to the deceased. For example, the role of commander is a lonely position to be in, which can become even lonelier when a soldier under his or her care and stewardship is killed. On his personal combat leadership experience, a U.S. Army Captain anonymously stated, “I doubt that anything could fully prepare a company commander to deal with the death of one of his Soldiers.”60 Another affirmed, “I now understand the things I’d heard about the burden of command…. I wouldn’t wish this experience on any leader.”61

Major Winters also said of his experience leading his men during World War II, “I am still haunted by the names and faces of young men, young airborne troopers who never had the opportunity to return home after the war and begin their lives anew. Like most veterans who have shared the hardship of combat, I live with flashbacks—distant memories of an attack on a battery of German artillery on D-Day, an assault on Carentan, a bayonet attack on a dike in Holland, the cold of Bastogne. The dark

56 Carr, 95.
memories do not recede; you live with them and they become a part of you.”62 In this regard, service members can carry sadness throughout their lives.

Some studies have focused on the impact of suicide in non-military organizations. For example, Kinder and Cooper examined the effects of suicide on a civilian workplace. Some of the effects of a suicide within an organization can include the company’s name becoming tarnished, fellow employees feeling anger toward the organization that they may have in some way contributed to the death of their coworker, and the memory of the event having far-reaching impact on the local community. Additionally, a great deal of time and other resources may be expended by management and other personnel, which can ultimately affect the company’s “bottom line.” Furthermore, it can create a taxing situation for other members of the organization, including managers who assume a “front-line” role, human resource professionals, healthcare practitioners, and other personnel in support functions.63 The needs of various members of the organization should not be overlooked, particularly mental health practitioners in the organization can find their own psychological wellness become affected if one of their clients commits suicide.64

62 Winters, 3.


64 Kinder and Cooper, 417.

Impact on Spirituality

Though much evidence reveals the negative effects that can occur when an adolescent has a sibling die, other evidence has suggested a seemingly more positive outcome. For instance, Professor David Balk, who has published many works in the areas of bereavement and adolescent behavior, stated that “many youth attain an increased sense of maturity, resiliency, and psychological growth as they cope with their sibling’s death. Growth-producing aspects include perceptions of being more mature than friends, belief in the ability to cope more successfully with distress, increased empathy and compassion toward parents, and an increased sense of creativity.”

In a separate study, Balk examined the link between bereavement and spirituality. His argument was that life crises trigger spiritual change and that bereavement is indeed a life crisis.

Crises trigger spiritual change, but only those crises (a) that allow time for reflection, (b) whose aftermath is forever colored by the experience of the crisis, and (c) which create a psychological imbalance or disequilibrium that resists readily being stabilized…. Bereavement, the prototypical

---


life crisis, is the situation facing all persons with attachment to someone else. Rather than being solely a coping mechanism to loss, bereavement poses a life crisis because of the considerable power of bereavement to cause harm as well as to promote growth. 66

He further argued that bereavement affects cognitive functioning and behavior, and that bereavement affects spirituality by challenging the griever’s very assumptions about the meaning of human existence…. Bereavement contains all the ingredients needed to trigger spiritual change. It is a dangerous opportunity, producing extreme psychological imbalance, and possessing sufficient intensity and duration to allow for serious reflection. Its effects color a person’s life forever after.” 67

In support of his argument, Balk used what he called “The Case of the Condemned Man.” In this he referred to the Gospel accounts of the death of Jesus Christ and how there are two crises contained in the story—one crisis that he experienced himself and another crisis that his followers experienced. With the first crisis, Jesus found himself betrayed, abandoned, mocked and ridiculed, and killed in terrible manner; Jesus ultimately turns to God at the end of his mortal existence. Balk says that one might wonder what the story of Jesus has to do with them, and that the case of Jesus is not very relatable because it seems all too fantastical.

Perhaps so. But what about the crisis experienced by the followers of Jesus? Have you wondered how they recovered from abject despair over his death and the utter destruction to their plans and hopes? Surely they suffered existential anguish over having been fundamentally mistaken. Surely they were bereaved, and yet they came out of it with the utter conviction that his death was the ultimate presence of the divine in their midst. The followers of Jesus passed from bereavement to a changed conviction about the meaning of life and death. Surely that was a spiritual change of the first order. 68

Case Study: Suicide in a Deployed Environment

Dr. Russell Carr, United States Navy, closely examined a specific case where an Army soldier committed suicide while in a combat zone in Iraq, where Dr. Carr was the soldier’s treating psychiatrist. On the reaches of the impact of the suicide, Dr. Carr noted that his account of the events “describes at least thirteen soldiers affected by the suicide, not including the Combat Stress Control (CSC) team [which consisted of one psychiatrist, two social workers, and three enlisted mental health specialists], a number that is well beyond Shneidman’s six.” 69 Dr. Carr observed, “The emotional reactions that followed the suicide varied among individuals, but were based on four general perspectives: members of his unit, soldiers on base from other units, staff of the Troop Medical Clinic, and the CSC staff. These reactions included guilt, disbelief, anger, shock, and, of course, sadness.” 70

69 Carr, 96.
70 Carr, 97.
Fellow Soldiers

From the deceased soldier’s immediate Company, Dr. Carr recorded his observation of expected reactions from fellow soldiers and the leadership, including the commander and First Sergeant, who became increasingly more aware of signs indicating higher levels of stress, depression, and potential suicidal actions among members of the unit. He also noted that friends and fellow soldiers reported great feelings of guilt, sadness, and trauma (especially for the individual who found the soldier immediately after he shot himself in the chest).\(^{71}\) Others on base, even soldiers who did not personally know the deceased, felt the impact of the suicide either as aggravations of previous mental health issues or from becoming scared and saddened by the news by perceiving his situation being similar to their own—shortly following the suicide, three separate soldiers were evacuated from Iraq to Germany for further psychiatric treatment.\(^{72}\) The First Sergeant routinely accompanied soldiers to the clinic, checked up on other soldiers who had been seen at the clinic, and even took time to visit with and “vent” to members of the staff of mental health professionals. Additionally, the Company

\(^{71}\) Carr, 98.

\(^{72}\) Carr, 99.

leadership ordered ammunition to be kept in a storage facility except for during missions, and the senior leadership ordered a four-hour long interactive training on stress management for all 4,000 troops on base.\textsuperscript{73}

**Caretakers**

Members of the base medical staff and CSC team were also affected by the suicide. The medical staff who worked to resuscitate the soldier experienced feelings of shock and sadness while trying and after failing to revive him. “Although the staff had all seen soldiers severely wounded in combat, many of them had difficulty treating a fellow soldier’s intentionally self-inflicted wounds.”\textsuperscript{74} One of the three soldiers who were evacuated to Germany was one of the medics who worked to try to revive the soldier; she had already begun receiving treatment for depression and anxiety prior to the incident but was deeply affected by it and, though never experiencing suicidal thoughts previously, became suicidal to the point of needing psychiatric hospitalization.\textsuperscript{75}

The stress level of the CSC team heightened as they saw an upsurge in workload following the death with an increase in the level of pathology seen at the clinic and in the administrative burden put on the team—not the least of which was the responsibility to provide the stress management training to 4,000 soldiers in increments of 20-person groups.\textsuperscript{76} Along with stress that came with increased scrutiny from their chain of command and from other mental health care teams, the CSC team members also found themselves becoming excessively conservative and self-doubting in their practice as mental health caregivers, which has been found to not be uncommon for providers to do so fearing lawsuits or other legal action.\textsuperscript{77} Additionally, the CSC team was impacted when they were denied request to attend the closed memorial service for the soldier (except for the treating psychiatrist who was finally granted special permission to attend), which became a source of anger and disappointment for the CSC team members.\textsuperscript{78}

**Uniqueness of Military Service**

Dr. Carr pointed out that out that the patient-client relationship in a military environment is often distinct from their civilian counterparts, which can create circumstances where caretakers are required to aside their own personal feelings and reactions to a suicide in order to focus on and care for other affected soldiers. “As a unique circumstance of a military environment, the mental health providers who treated the soldier before he committed suicide were the same ones who responded to the

\textsuperscript{73} Carr, 100-101.
\textsuperscript{74} Carr, 102.
\textsuperscript{75} Carr, 100.
\textsuperscript{76} Carr, 101.
\textsuperscript{77} Carr, 102.
\textsuperscript{78} Carr, 100.
needs of his survivors. This situation is common in a military setting and can complicate the bereavement process for the providers."79

Although a combat zone differs from the environments depicted in studies on suicide survivors in the literature, there are similarities between the aftermaths of those suicides and the effects this report documents. Stigma is one such area…. Although there were efforts to support the company following the suicide, the arrangements for the soldier’s memorial service created stigma. Those personnel allowed to attend the service were limited, and the treating psychiatrist had to seek specific permission to attend it. Restricting access to the memorial service created a sense of shame about the death and, perhaps, for those who attended it, a sense of needing to be cordoned off from other soldiers. There was also frustration and a sense of disregard among those not allowed to attend but who wanted to be there.80

Recognizing the fact that most current research on the impact of suicide has been focused on immediate family members (spouses, children, parents, etc.) and sometimes extending to the effects on adolescent peers, Dr. Carr suggested, “Members of a military unit do not neatly compare to any of these groups. They also cannot simply be compared to friends of someone who kills himself.”81
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Postvention

A “pragmatic definition” for postvention comes from Karl Andriessen who described postvention as “those activities developed by, with, or for suicide survivors, in order to facilitate recovery after suicide, and to prevent adverse outcomes including suicidal behavior.”\(^\text{82}\) However, Andriessen also argued that the field is somewhat lacking operational and consensus definitions and nomenclature to describe what is meant by suicide survivor and postvention.\(^\text{83}\)

Several works have provided guidance for implementing postvention and other post-suicide interventions. One grief and bereavement counselling guide, by Humphrey and Zimpfer, referred to suicide as a “triple threat” in that it spells the loss of someone significant to the bereaved, the death is sudden, and it is packed with emotional elements. Because of the special considerations with suicide, Humphrey and Zimpfer recommended the following interventions.

- First approach the situation in a similar manner to trauma, which begins with providing support for the individual as they face the immediate feelings of shock, horror, and numbness.
- Second, address the major emotions associated following a suicide—shame, guilt, anger, and fear.
- Lastly, they recommended using cognitive interventions to address the distorted and prevailing thoughts of the bereaved.\(^\text{84}\)

The following are some recommended areas of focus when supporting and ministering to individuals and families bereaved by suicide.

Postvention as Prevention

Several studies have shown evidence “that those bereaved by suicide are at risk for experiencing suicidal ideation, which is associated with increased risk for mental disorders and suicidal behaviors.”\(^\text{85}\) The terms suicide contagion (the idea that suicidal act causes or influences another) and suicide cluster (a grouping of suicides greater than would be expected) are often used in the literature to describe the observed phenomena of multiple suicide deaths happening in a single community; however, the term contagion remains somewhat contentious in pinning down an exact definition, whether there really is a causal effect following an exposure to suicide, and/or whether a suicide cluster denotes a contagion.\(^\text{86}\)


\(^\text{83}\) Andriessen, “Can Postvention Be Prevention?,” 45.

\(^\text{84}\) Geraldine M Humphrey and David Zimpfer, *Counselling for Grief and Bereavement*, 2nd ed. (Los Angeles: SAGE Publications, 2008), 139-41.

\(^\text{85}\) Ramchand et al., 17.

This begs one of the major questions surrounding postvention, whether it can double as prevention. Andriessen concluded that suicide survivors are great contributors to what is known about suicide, giving insight into its prevention. “Suicidology without the involvement of survivors would be poor suicidology. Suicide prevention without survivors would be poor prevention. Given the fact that survivors are both a risk group for suicide, and simultaneously are involved in suicide prevention, postvention…is an integral and indispensable preventive part of a comprehensive suicide prevention program. Postvention is prevention.”

Grief Support

When ministering to Individuals and families who have been impacted by suicide, the effects of grief and providing grief support must be considered. Survivors of suicide unsurprisingly experience a great deal of grief. However, grief and bereavement from differing forms of death are more similar than not. Yet, those bereaved by suicide are more likely to experience greater feelings of rejection, shame, stigma, and blaming. Additionally, suicide bereaved individuals have the potential of slipping into a more deeply entrenched, longer-lasting version of grief—complicated grief. Implied by the name, those suffering with complicated grief face complications with their grief, including elevated distress and adverse effects on physical health.

Is suicide different from other types of bereavement?

Several studies have examined whether bereavement following suicide is different from other types of death. For example, Dyregrov et al., compared bereavement of parents of children who committed suicide, died by traumatic accident, and sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). They observed that all parents expectedly displayed severe reactions to their children’s deaths, but the parents whose children died by suicide and accidents experienced greater psychosocial health issues. However, ultimately they concluded that “the similarities of grief reactions are apparently greater than the differences. This is evident both when it comes to general health problems, post-traumatic reactions, and complicated grief.”

Likewise, Sveen and Walby concluded that no substantial evidence exists that a unique brand of grieving exists for those bereaved by suicide than by other forms of death; however, “when specific aspects of the suicide survivors’ grief are considered, the evidence clearly shows significant differences compared with all other survivor


87 Andriessen, “Can Postvention Be Prevention?,” 46.
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groups regarding the following variables; rejection, shame, stigma, concealing the cause of death, and blaming.\textsuperscript{90}

Models for Grief and Bereavement

Kübler-Ross Stages of Grief
After spending several years working with and observing dying patients, Elizabeth Kübler-Ross presented the five stages of coping mechanisms when facing death in her seminal work, \textit{On Death and Dying} (originally printed in 1969)—denial and isolation, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance.\textsuperscript{91} She explained that these various coping and defense mechanisms, which help people deal with difficult situations, “will last for different periods of time and will replace each other or exist at times side by side. The one thing that usually persists through all these stages is hope.”\textsuperscript{92}


\textsuperscript{92} Kübler-Ross, 122.

Sanders’ Integrative Theory for Bereavement
Similar to Kübler-Ross, Catherine Sanders defined five phases of bereavement as part of her integrative theory. These phases consist of shock, awareness of loss, conservation-withdrawal, healing, and renewal, and she defined each by characteristics of general feelings, physical symptoms, and psychological aspects.

- **Shock**—is where the bereaved finds his or herself in a “confused state of disbelief and is in an intense state of alarm” that is fueled by doses of adrenalin that provide the physical strength and protection to carry them through the expected motions.93
- **Awareness of the loss**—the protective numbness wears off and the bereaved individual is forced to face the reality of the loss, which can (among other things) bring about anxiety, stress, anger, guilt, shame, and sleep disturbance.94
- **Conservation-withdrawal**—is characterized by the fatigue, despair, and weakened immune system following the intense and physically taxing first two phases.95
- **Healing**—is where the bereaved begins to regain control and is the turning point of the bereavement process, characterized by increased energy and forgiveness.96
- **Renewal**—is where the pain of bereavement has (for the most part) subsided and the bereaved individual begins to turn outward with their newfound sense of identity.97

Furthermore, Sanders incorporated the process of the five phases into her integrative theory of bereavement, which includes the impact of internal (age, gender, personality, etc.) and external (social support, relationship, socioeconomic status, etc.) factors and an outcome that will be positive, negative, or no change.98

Neimeyer and Sands Tripartite Model of Suicide Bereavement
Neimeyer and Sands advocated what they refer to as the tripartite model of suicide bereavement, which “is a meaning-making model that focuses on the distinctive themes with which those bereaved by suicide struggle in the aftermath of the death” and relies heavily on finding meaning through the reconstruction of the narrative surrounding the event.99 They designated three phases of the model using a shoe metaphor of trying on, walking in, and taking off shoes of the deceased.

- **Trying on the shoes**—is “concerned with the difficulties of decoding and understanding the self-volition of a suicide death. These issues are explored through a range of themes that frequently take the form of ‘why’ questions.” 100
- **Walking in the shoes**—is “concerned with making sense of the pain of the life and death of the deceased. This entails attempts to understand the experience of the deceased and tends to be focused on the pain and trauma, known or imagined, of

---
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the deceased’s life and death.” Walking in the shoes also incorporates what the authors refer to as the body of trust, which “facilitates making sense and integration of the bereaved person’s own bodily sensations and challenging material.”

- **Taking off the shoes and the family snapshot**—helps the bereaved reconstruct and find meaning in the death, which both creates room for more refined layers of grief and validates the suffering of the deceased loved one, and to reposition the deceased within the family.

---

**Figure 1. Sanders’ Integrative Theory of Bereavement (adapted from Sanders, figure 3.1).**

---
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Acute Grief vs. Complicated Grief

According to Shear, the typical progression of grief is acute grief—which lasts most of the day every day for up to six months and is characterized by disbelief and difficulty accepting the death, strong and painful emotions, preoccupying thoughts and memories of the deceased, and diminished interest in ongoing life—followed by integrated grief, which is when the grief gradually shifts over time into a background state. Complicated grief, which is also sometimes referred to as traumatic grief or prolonged grief disorder, is “a condition in which acute grief is prolonged indefinitely, accompanied by complicating thoughts, behaviors, and dysfunctional emotion regulation.” Shear further explained that complicated grief is both similar and yet different from normal acute grief. Similar in the sense that in both complicated and acute grief, the bereaved individual will experience intense feelings of yearning, preoccupying thoughts, a mix of painful emotions, a sense of disbelief, and disinterest in life; however, complicated grief differs in that the grief does not subside after six months and is accompanying by excessive avoidance and deep, careful thinking about the death, the person, themselves, or the grief itself.

Metaphors for Grief

The Sea Captain

“The consequence of a loss in our lives may be demonstrated by seeing ourselves as a ship captain in a stormy sea. The sea would be the metaphor for the world with its ever changing events and turmoil, with bereavement as the strong wind that sweeps up the water into roaring waves. Our ship is our body and on board we have the knowledge, skills, and abilities we possess about how to deal with the surrounding sea.”

A Hole in Your Heart

There is now a hole in your heart. The person you lost will never be replaced and the hole will never be filled. Gradually, you build a bridge over the hole as you come to accept the loss and the new person that you have become.

The Wave

Sometimes a grief attack sneaks up on you, like a wave when you have your back to the ocean. You can be standing in the shallows watching all that is going on along the beach. You get used to the cyclic rise and fall of the water as the steady flow of waves comes in. Without warning, a larger wave will come in and knock you off your

105 Shear, 664.
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feet, tossing you into the surf, forcing sea water into your eyes and mouth, and leaving you teary-eyed and gasping for breath. Grief can act in a similar fashion. You can be getting comfortable with the steady flow of life as you watch all that is going on around you, but then suddenly and without warning, something will remind you of your loss. A wave of emotion will strike, tossing you, and leaving you teary-eyed and gasping for breath.

The Ball in a Glass Jar

Grief is like a ball in a glass jar. The following are two different models to describe an individual’s grief.

- In the first model, the ball (grief) is so large that it fills the jar, leaving little room for much of anything—even to breath—or emotional space enough to feel anything besides the feelings and emotions that come with grief from the loss. Over time, the ball shrinks in size to something much smaller and more manageable, creating increasingly more space for the ball to move around with room for thoughts, feelings, and actions other than simply grief. This model is more convenient for others, as it implies that a person’s grief can diminish away to practically nothing.

- In the second model, it is the jar that changes size, not the ball. The ball remains the same while gradually over time the jar increases in size, creating room for other things in life besides grief. This model fits better with the bereaved individual who does not want to think of their grief fading away to nothing. Their grief is what ties them to the deceased and if the grief disappears, it seems to diminish their loss and the value of the person who has died.

---

Figure 2. Two different models of the ball in the glass jar.  

---

Suicide Survivor Support Groups

Survivors of suicide can find support and connection with other survivors through both support groups and by way of the internet resources. Bereavement support groups can be an effective intervention to help survivors relate with others who are feeling similar feelings of grief, shame, guilt, and stigmatization. Participation in support groups may also reduce feelings of anxiety and depression. Hughes noted that “survivors of suicide victims confront more guilt and more questions than many other groups of bereaved. Suicide is a shameful or disenfranchised death that intensifies the loneliness and despair of the survivors.” Often times, suicide survivors may become embarrassed to the point of not wanting to face other people; however, suicide bereaved individuals have responded well suicide bereavement support groups, finding a place where they can relate to others feeling similar feelings of shame, guilt, and social stigmatization.

Feigelman et al., followed a survivor of suicide support group in order to study and demonstrate the progression of healing for individuals in such a setting. For their analysis, they applied Shulman’s ten “dynamics of mutual aid”—sharing data, the dialectic process, exploring taboo areas, the “all-in-the-same boat” phenomenon, mutual support, mutual demand, individual problem solving, rehearsal, and the “strength-in-numbers” dynamic.

No longer marginalized, survivors are able to offer each other important mutual aid, helping each other deal with the necessary life adjustments following a suicide loss. As survivors discover their similarities, they are drawn together to form a natural therapeutic environment. Through the successful models of coping behavior survivors offer to each other and their mutually reassuring and supportive responses, survivors are able to move beyond the isolating sadness of loss and once again envision possibilities for hopeful and meaningful future actions.

Online Resources

The internet is a rising source of support as well. Studies have shown that some suicide bereaved individuals spend, on average, seven to eight hours per week using online resources. Survivors can connect with others and tell their own story through various internet mediums such as chat groups, forums, email, and memorials. Online memorials in particular seem to resonate well with survivors to help them continue bonds with the deceased while maintaining bonds with the living. However, users of

---
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internet resources should remain cautious as there is no guarantee that online materials are trustworthy, helpful, or at least not harmful.113

**Useful for Chaplains:**
- Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors (TAPS) – www.taps.org
- Suicide Prevention Resource Center (SPRC) – http://www.sprc.org/

---


Bibliotherapy

“The right story at the right moment is an arrow to the heart. It can find and catch what is hiding inside the reader (or the listener), the secret hurt or anger or need that lies waiting, aching to be brought to the surface.”

- Bruce Colville

Bibliotherapy employs the “healing power of books” to help people with issues they are facing in life. Bibliotherapy has been defined to mean “helping with books,” “healing through books,” or “remediation through reading.” Melissa Allen Heath et al., stated, “Bibliotherapy consists of sharing books or stories with the intent of helping an individual or group gain insight into personal problems.”

First used as a form of therapy for emotional illness, bibliotherapy has grown into a wider range of applications in the field of mental health, to include weight control, treatment of phobias, attitudinal changes (prejudices, etc.), and improvement of self-concept. Bibliotherapy is the “use of books to influence total development, a process of interaction between the reader and literature which is used for personality assessment, adjustment, growth, clinical and mental hygiene purposes; a concept that ideas inherent in selected reading material can have a therapeutic effect upon the mental or physical ills of the reader.”

“Bibliotherapy offers multiple benefits [for bereaved individuals]: providing information, augmenting insight, stimulating discussion, communicating values, reducing perceived isolation, and generating solutions. Clients exposed to literature are more likely to recognize personal characteristics, understand complexity, generate new interests, increase their sense of cultural identity, and expand their worldviews.” Bibliotherapy can help normalize the grieving process for bereaved individuals, help them relearn the world around themselves as they come to accept the loss, and assist them in telling their own story and begin healing.

Though bibliotherapy can be useful, there should be some caution against using it exclusively as the key to solving one’s problems. “Self-help books should be seen as only part of a solution, rather than the entire solution” and that bibliotherapy should be
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considered “as a single tool to be used within a broader therapeutic context.”\textsuperscript{121} Heath et al., pointed out that “based on the mixed results of treatment outcomes in research studies, it is important to note that bibliotherapy should not be viewed as a magical fix or the sole intervention for promoting change.”\textsuperscript{122}

**Examples of Books for Bibliotherapy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>The Wilderness of Suicide Grief: Finding Your Way</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Alan D. Wolfelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Companion Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Pages</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Level</td>
<td>High School</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Synopsis:** This is one of a series of grief self-help books produced by grief counselor and bereaved individual himself (surviving the suicide of a close friend as well as the passing of his own father), Dr. Alan Wolfelt.\textsuperscript{123} He has employed ten “touchstones” to guide the bereaved individual through the process of their grief. The ten touchstones are as follows (verbiage varies slightly from his other books and this one, which specifically focuses on suicide grief): 1) open to the presence of your loss, 2) dispel the misconceptions about suicide and grief and mourning, 3) embrace the uniqueness of your suicide grief, 4) explore your feelings of loss, 5) recognize that you are not crazy, 6) Understand the six needs of mourning, 7) nurture yourself, 8) reach out for help, 9) seek reconciliation, not resolution, and 10) appreciate your transformation. Wolfelt wrote, “In the wilderness of your grief, the ten Touchstones are your trail markers. They are the signs that let you know you are on the right path.”\textsuperscript{124}

**Application:** This book is well organized and easy to read for bereaved individuals. It can be used as a resource to help military and family members recognize and reconcile their feelings associated with their loss. Additionally, Dr. Wolfelt is the author of *Understanding Your Grief* and *Understanding Your Suicide Grief*, which each have a companion workbook journal to accompany the psychoeducational touchstone guide

\textsuperscript{121} Patti Lou Watkins and George A. Clum, eds., *Handbook of Self-Help Therapies* (New York: Routledge, 2008), 4-5.

\textsuperscript{122} Heath et al., 656-6.


\textsuperscript{124} Wolfelt, *The Wilderness of Suicide Grief*, 9.
and help the individual come to grips with and tell their own story. “As you tell your story, your words will guide you on your unique journey through the wilderness of your grief.” The Understanding Your Grief and Understanding Your Suicide Grief series also have facilitator manuals for conducting bereavement support groups using the material.

---

**Book Title:** A Terrible Thing Happened  
**Author:** Margaret M. Homes, illustrated by Cary Pilo  
**Publisher:** Dalmatian Press  
**Year & ISBN#:** 2000, 1-55758-701-7  
**Number of Pages:** 32  
**Reading Level:** Youth

**Synopsis:** Sherman sees something terrible—something he does not want to remember. He has trouble sleeping, has bad dreams sometimes when he does sleep, his stomach or head hurts, he gets nervous for no reason, and he feels sad but does not know why. All these things make him angry, and he starts to get into trouble at school. Then Sherman meets Ms. Maple. She helps him think about and express how he is feeling through drawing pictures and eventually through talking about it out loud. Sherman feels better once he is able to talk about how he has been feeling and about the terrible thing he saw. Sherman feels better now.

**Application:** This book is great for children who have experienced something “terrible” but may not quite know how to express what they are feeling. The book does not explicitly say what the terrible thing is, which give the book a wide range of functionality. A possible application of this book may be to read it with a child and ask them how they think Sherman is feeling and whether they have similar feelings. This can be followed up with drawing pictures of thoughts and feelings like Sherman does in the book.

---

**Book Title:** Grieving: A Beginner’s Guide  
**Author:** Jerusha Hull McCormack  
**Publisher:** Ticknor & Fields Books for Young Readers  
**Year & ISBN#:** 2005, 0-232-52629  
**Number of Pages:** 136  
**Reading Level:** High School

**Synopsis:** Another example of a grief self-help book is Jerusha McCormack’s Grieving: A Beginner’s Guide. Similar to Dr. Wolfelt, McCormack has applied ten elements to assist the griever through the process. However, different from Wolfelt, she did not author her book as a professional therapist or counsellor, but rather as a fellow griever. As a sort of manual for the bereaved, she has encouraged the reader to find the resources of pain, use the human
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imagination to make sense of the death, explore the feelings of being lost and experiencing loss, utilize the imagery of grief being like a world without maps, transform the loss, find life after the death of the loved one, remember and forget, and grieve in a ‘happy’ world. She has also provided directions to what she calls a different place and guidelines for spirit guardians.

**Application:** In the words of Jerusha McCormack, “Grieving is not a problem to be fixed. Nor is the grieving person a problem to be fixed. There is no short cut or magic pill or formula that will cure grief. The pain is inevitable and unavoidable. The aim of grieving is not recovery…. The aim of grieving is acceptance: acceptance of the loss of someone loved; acceptance of pain; recognition of the inevitability of death.”126 This book is a relatively short, easy read for someone who may prefer psycho-educational reading to help them better understand their grief.

---

**Book Title:** *I Never Knew Your Name*

**Author:** Sherry Garland, illustrated by Sheldon Greenberg

**Publisher:** Ticknor & Fields Books for Young Readers

**Year & ISBN#:** 1994, 0-395-69686-0

**Number of Pages:** 27

**Reading Level:** Youth

**Synopsis:** A young boy becomes saddened and confused by the tragedy of a teenage neighbor who commits suicide. As the boy remembers the young man that he admired, yet admittedly did not even know the name of, and he realizes that his neighbor always seemed to be alone—playing basketball by himself late at night, feeding the pigeons on the roof, and caring for a stray dog. The boy regrets the missed opportunities for friendship, and begins to understand the importance of speaking up and reaching out to others.

**Application:** This book directly addresses the issue of suicide. When a service member commits suicide, surviving unit members may experience many similar feelings to the young boy in this story. Reading this book may aid service members with identifying some of the feelings associated with the complicated grief that can follow the death of a comrade by suicide and/or assist them with recognizing opportunities to reach out to others who may be in pain.

---
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Book Title: *The Empty Room: Surviving the Loss of a Brother or Sister at Any Age*

Author: Elizabeth DeVita-Raeburn

Publisher: Scribner


Number of Pages: 229

Reading Level: High School

Synopsis: The author takes a deeper look into the difficult, and less frequented territory, of losing a sibling. She explores her own coping and bereavement of the death of her younger brother, who passed away after a long, difficult journey battling a terminal illness, and incorporates the stories of other individuals, of varying ages and circumstances, who also lost siblings. She notes that losing a sibling is difficult at any stage of life and that a “fundamental theme in all sibling-loss is disruption: It isn’t supposed to happen this way. What we expect of sibling relationships is varying degrees of competition, love, loyalty, friendship, ambivalence, conflict, and support that waxes and wanes throughout our lives…. When that story is cut off abruptly, the world and all our assumptions about it get thrown into the air. It’s a violation.”127

Application: This book applies directly to surviving siblings of any age. Additionally, it may appeal to surviving military service members. In the military, strong inter-personal relationships are developed, which in many ways are more similar to sibling relations than not. When a service member loses a close friend, or brother/sister-in-arms, the process of grief and bereavement can mirror very closely the feelings associated with sibling loss, including complicated grief and ambiguous loss.

Respect and Honor

“Ensuring that a service member who has died by suicide and his or her loved ones are both honored and respected is a multifaceted process. For the fallen, it includes how the remains of the deceased are handled and arrangements for memorial services, funeral rites, or posthumous honors received. For loss survivors, it includes both practical and social challenges related to understanding the death and learning to carry on without their loved one.”128

127 Elizabeth DeVita-Raeburn, *The Empty Room: Surviving the Loss of a Brother or Sister at Any Age* (New York: Scribner, 2004), 73.
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For the Fallen

Many ways exist to show honor and respect for the deceased. Some things to keep in mind that are not always on the forefront of one’s mind are thoughtfulness at the scene of death and sensitivity for any cultural differences. First responders should avoid passing judgments at the scene and not punish witnesses if they may have tampered with the area (e.g., moved or cut down a hanging body) or lecture them on death scene procedures. Additionally, it is important to remain aware of cultural differences (styles of communication, body language, etc.) and mindful enough to take steps in order to increase one’s own cultural awareness.

For Survivors

This can include family members of the deceased, fellow military service members, and caretakers or first responders. The following are a few recommendations for providing honor and respect for survivors:

- Survivors need space to grieve, which can take many forms, including support groups and individual counselling.
- Reach out to and provide support for both the families of the deceased and of the loss survivors to make them aware of the suicide.
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Allow for participation in the funeral or memorial service. For example, ensure fellow service members are given time off of work to attend and/or transportation to the event. Provide details about the service are distributed and available.\textsuperscript{133}

Provide care for caretakers (including self-care).\textsuperscript{134} To use a passenger aircraft analogy, it is okay to put the oxygen mask on yourself first before you assist others.

\textbf{Advising Leadership}

Advising leadership is an important core function of chaplain service, and suicide is an issue that no commander in his or her right mind wants to deal with on their watch. The following are some recommendations to keep in mind when advising leadership:

- Remember to honor the uniform. Just because someone died by suicide, does not mean that they never wore the uniform. Honor the fact that they died not how they died. Part of this is separating their overall service from a singular act (of suicide).
- Remembering the lessons from Dr. Russell Carr’s case study, a funeral or memorial service should avoid, or at least not propagate, the stigma behind suicide.
- Encourage leaders to reach out to loss survivors (family and fellow service members), and to provide space for grieving. Help them to communicate in a calm, clear, and concise manner. Leaders can be informative, authoritative, and nurturing at the same time.\textsuperscript{135}

\textsuperscript{133} Ramchand et al., 77.
\textsuperscript{134} Ramchand et al., 69.
\textsuperscript{135} Ramchand et al., 74.

Appropriate vs. Inappropriate Communication

“It can be difficult to deliver accurate and effective messaging after a suicide because the reasons for the suicide are usually complex and not well understood. Messaging should not oversimplify the suicide or its causes and consequences, and it should not be judgmental or assign blame.”

Appropriate communications include being sensitive when speaking about the deceased, conveying that the deceased is responsible for his or her actions, and providing support resources to survivors.

Inappropriate communications include describing in detail the way the person died to survivors, rationalizing the suicide, assigning blame for the suicide, oversimplifying the causes of suicide, and sensationalizing or glorifying the suicide.

**Say:**
- “died by suicide” or “ended life”
- “died by suicide after prior attempt”
- “completed suicide”

**Do not say:**
- “committed” or “successful” suicide
- “attempted suicide before succeeding”
- “failed attempt”
- “no one could have stopped it”
- “(he/she) should have been stronger”
- “see what using gets you”
- “sometimes people make poor choices”
- “what a waste” or “how selfish”
- “God wanted them more than you did”
- “they are in a much better place now”
- “it was (his/her) time.”

Approaching the Topic of Suicide with Children:

- Define suicide as when “someone makes their body stop working”
- Use age-appropriate facts and explanations
- Dispel myths and stigma about suicide
- Focus on retelling good memories and stories
- Model thoughts and feelings—children will follow your lead

---

136 Ramchand et al., 81.
137 Ramchand et al., 83.
138 Ramchand et al., 82.
Memorial Service (Interfaith) Template

The following is a guideline that has been adapted from the Reserve Component Suicide Postvention Plan:

- Welcome (chaplain)
- Posting of Colors (Honor Guard)
- National Anthem
- Invocation - Opening Prayer (chaplain)
- Hymn (optional depending on desires and involvement of the family)
- Sacred Readings, Special Poems, or Music (unit members)
  - Utilize sacred texts of the faith represented by the departed, if applicable
- Brief remarks of remembrance by unit members (optional) or civilian friends/co-workers
- Brief remarks of remembrance by the commander and/or employer
- Brief remarks by a state representative (optional)
- Message (chaplain)
  - Focus on hope/healing rather than theological or personal beliefs about suicide
- Prayer of Commemoration for the Departed (optional) (chaplain)
  - If utilized, use prayers representing the faith of the deceased
- Closing Hymn (suggest Service-appropriate Hymn)
- Postlude - Closing Remarks
  - Include a reminder that it is important to take care of ourselves and each other. If anyone is struggling with feelings of suicide, or knows someone who is, have them seek help immediately. Provide applicable support information.
- Retiring of Colors (Honor Guard)
- Taps (Honor Guard)
- Benediction (chaplain)

Military members are bearers of sadness...as chaplains, you help bear that sadness.

---


“How to Sit with Someone Who is Suicidal”

Understand that their longing for death is really their longing for Home. This is a spiritual crisis, not merely a medical one. They are trying to awaken from a nightmare.

Understand that they cannot kill the Self, the One that they are, they can only kill the 'self', the one they have imagined themselves to be. Their longing to 'kill the self' is their longing to destroy the false, and awaken to Truth. Their longing to die has intelligence and creativity to it, and is worthy of respect. It is not a mistake, aberration or enemy, it is a yearning for authenticity.

Hold them, embrace them, as the urge to die - which is the urge to live in disguise - burns fiercely in them. Validate the place where they are right now.

Don't try to control them or stop them feeling what they are feeling. Don't try to cheer them up or tell them that everything is really okay, or give them pre-packaged answers as a way to escape your own discomfort. They are sick of second hand answers! Go to the depths with them. Meet them in their aloneness without trying to fix them, without even trying to convince them that their desire to die is wrong, sick or invalid. Hold their hand. Go where nobody else has dared to go.

Remember, you are only meeting yourself, meeting your own fear of death. Don't speak to them as healer to victim, or as teacher to student, or as expert to novice, but as friend to friend, as intelligence to itself. Meet them beyond the divisive roles. They are going through a profound crisis of identity, an essential rite of passage. Healing always involves crisis - sudden and unexpected change. Something in them, some ancient pain, longs to be felt, touched, validated. This is a cry for love as old as humanity. Who will listen?

They long to live, but don't know how. They long for intimate connection but can't find it in 'this life'. They long for deep acceptance and profound rest. Even though right now they feel like leaving, touch them with life, show your willingness to stay. Remind them that deep human connection is possible here, in this life, in this moment, in this place. Show them that even in the depths of their despair, they are not alone.

Be present at their crisis. Your presence says more than words ever could. Your fear is not necessary here. You are witnessing something sacred and intimate. Offer all of yourself.

Perhaps you don't need to know how to fix or save them. Perhaps that is not your true calling. Whether they will live or die, meet them now in that strange place of not knowing.

Spend a conscious moment with them. Offer your deep listening. Remember, whether they stay or go, they are healing in the only way they know how. All of them are beloved, all of them are worthy.

- Jeff Foster

---
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